Climate Change - Designer Bags by Albert, Allison
Designer Bags? 
Summary 
Plastic is petroleum based. Netted produce bags are often made from 
polyethylene. In the lesson “​Designer Bags,​” a local group asks the 
FUSION team to help solve the problem of too many polyethylene bags 
lying around their agricultural based community. This simulation engages 
the student in authentic problem solving. 
Objectives 
The students will: 
● define a solution to a problem based on materials and time 
● develop a plan for scaling up production of a product 
● evaluate trade-offs of product development 
Standards 
SEP1 3-5ETS1-2 SL.5.1 
SEP2 MS-ETS1-1 GO1 
SEP6 MS-ETS1-2 GO2 
SEP8 MS-ETS1-4 GO5 
5-ESS3-1 MS-PS1-3 GO6 
3-5ETS1-1 SL.4.4 GO9 
Background 
Sixty-three pounds of plastic per person in the United States ends up in a 
landfill each year. The estimated decomposition time in a marine 




Each ocean and Great Lake is home to a plastic gyre, which are areas of 
accumulated debris within the water. All plastics are of concern, but 
researchers and activists have highlighted the deadliness of smaller 
pieces; small plastics are often mistaken for food by marine organisms. 
Once ingested, these plastics can lead to malnourishment since they can 
block the digestive tract of organisms. Plastics also contain esters, which 
interfere with natural estrogens in some species, thus elevating the 
probability of gender changes. 
Inquiry Overview 
Designer Bags?​ is an engineering based activity where groups receive a 
request from a concerned group of citizens. In response to the request, 
student groups develop a prototype of a new product from a polyethylene 
produce bag that was headed for the garbage. 
Advanced Preparation 
● Decide what additional materials you will want the students to 
have available to use. 
● Will it be up to the students to provide these materials or will you 
want to make the materials available to the group? 
● Due to many reasons, the polypropylene bags are new and not 
recycled. To make this experience more authentic you may wish to 
“age” the bags and make them look “used.” 
Activity 
● Students work in pairs 
Estimated Time 
● 10 Minutes: Introduce Problem 
● 30 Minutes: Brainstorm Ideas, Evaluate Trade-offs, and Come to 
Consensus 
● 40 Minutes: Develop Prototype 
● 30 Minutes: Share Product 
● 20 Minutes: Discussion & Debrief 
MATERIALS 
Each Student: 
● Student Pages 
Each Pair of Students: 
● 1 Polypropylene Bag 
● 1 Pair of Scissors 
● Other Materials as Needed 
Set the stage for this engineering problem with the group. You have 
received an urgent request. A group of concerned local produce workers 
had contacted you, and they are upset with the quantity of plastic netting 
bags that has been discarded in their community. ​You met with them and 
want to share your notes with the FUSION group.​ This citizen group has 
been able to find a facility that will clean and sanitize the bags for them at 
a low cost to both their wallets and the environment. These bags have 
numerous holes, so reusing them for produce is not an option. 
BBG (Bags Be Gone) heard that you have talented, smart, and creative 
students. BBG is relying on FUSION to send in their ideas and keep these 
bags from the garbage and, ultimately, the landfills. 
Supply ample time for groups to first plan. When plans are finalized, have 
students make their prototype from the bag. Groups should share their 
products when they have finished at the Climate Change Fair. 
Discuss the answers to their questions. Go through the debrief questions 
as one group. 
Debrief 
● What would your group need to do differently if this were a real 
product? 
● Think about the materials you used to make this bag into a 
different product. (We used new bags rather than recycled bags 
due to quantities for the program.) Do you think the energy and 
carbon dioxide put into making the old bag into something new 
outweighs not reusing the old bag? Explain. 
Extensions 
● Incorporate a testing of the product phase into the project. 
● Investigate Marine Debris​ http://marinedebris.noaa.gov/ 
Resources 
http://discovermagazine.com/2009/oct/21-numbers-plastics-manufacturing
-recycling-death-landfill#.UeLNbm3NmH4 
http://www.pbl.nl/en/publications/2012/trends-in-global-co2-emissions-201
2-report 
 
